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In her book "Prayer That Changes Everything," Mary
Colbert outlines five principles of prayer and faith
inspired by a profound personal experience she
describes as a divine appointment with God. This
transformative encounter not only deepened her
understanding of prayer but also ignited a passion
within her to share this knowledge with others.

Motivated by divine inspiration, Mary Colbert
developed the five principles of prayer, which are
not just designed to empower individuals, but also
to foster a deeper, more personal connection with
God. These principles emphasize the importance
of faith, the power of persistent prayer, the need
for a personal connection with God, the impact of
praying with intention, and the transformative
effect of aligning one's prayers with God's will.

Mary's mission has taken her message across the
globe, where she speaks to diverse audiences
about the life-changing potential of prayer.
Through her global outreach, she aims to inspire
people from all walks of life to embrace a daily
practice of prayer, encouraging them to
experience the same divine connection and
transformative power she has encountered. Her
teachings emphasize that a life rooted in prayer
can lead to profound personal growth and a
deeper sense of purpose, ultimately changing the
world one prayer at a time.

ABOUT MARY 

Mary is a graduate of Rhema Bible School, a
former Board of Regents member at Oral Roberts
University and vice president of Divine Health
Nutritional Company.

MARYCOLBERT.US

@NATIONBUILDERPRAYER

PODCAST

https://marycolbert.us/
https://www.facebook.com/nationbuilderprayer
https://drcolbert.com/podcast/


WHAT TO EXPECT

Drawing from her profound spiritual insights, Mary
Colbert engages her listeners with compelling
stories and divine wisdom, leaving them deeply
inspired and spiritually empowered. 

Through her heartfelt messages and practical
guidance, Mary instills renewed faith and a
fervent commitment to prayer in every audience
she touches.

NOTABLE KEYNOTES

As a divine speaker, Mary Colbert captivates
audiences with her dynamic speaking style and
profound insights into God's way of praying and
believing that God will deliver. Her meticulously
crafted keynotes address pressing challenges and
opportunities, offering practical strategies and
actionable steps rooted in faith. Through her
passionate advocacy and inspiring presentations,
Mary continues to ignite a spark of divine inspiration
within each listener, motivating individuals
nationwide to embrace the power of prayer with a
personal journey with God. 

In addition, Mary Colbert, along with her husband
Dr. Don Colbert, has been fervently advocating for
health and wellness in the USA. Their emphasis on
aligning health and wellness with God's way not
only enlightens but also empowers individuals to
take charge of their well-being in a spiritually
guided manner. 

Beyond her influential work in wellness, Mary's
character is featured in the Netflix movie The Trump
Prophecy. Based on a true story, this film highlights
her crucial role in establishing the Nation's Builder
Prayer Hotline from the ground up, a mission she
undertook through God's divine calling.

FEATURED ENGAGEMENTS
DAYSTAR TV
THE VOICE OF HEALING &
PROPHETIC CONFERENCE
LIVING WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
THE BOTTOM LINE
FAITH HEIGHTS CHURCH
JIM BAKER SHOW
LIFE TODAY
CHRIS AYOTTE SHOW
CHRISTIAN TELEVISION NETWORK
CBN NEWS
100 HUNTLEY STREET
THE VICTORY CHANNEL
KENNETH COPELAND MINISTRIES 
STRANG REPORT
FLASHPOINT


